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Abstract 

Some recent literature about the U.S. shows that wage dynamics are more influenced by 
job-to-job flows than by flows into or out of employment. In this paper, we evaluate whether 
this result holds also for France and Italy, characterized by a different labor market structure. 
Using comparable administrative data we find that, as in the U.S., in both France and Italy 
realized job-to-job transitions contribute positively to wage growth. However, since these 
flows are smaller and display much lower cyclicality than in the U.S., their contribution to 
aggregate wage dynamics is  low, while the contribution of  flows into and out of employment 
remains sizeable. We then look closely at the heterogeneity in the probability of changing job 
and in the associated wage premium by types of workers and firms. We find that job-to-job 
flows and the associated gain tend to be larger in high-skilled occupations and for permanent 
workers. Moreover, as in the U.S., individuals are more likely to move to younger firms, 
which intensively poach workers from other firms. 
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1 Introduction

Some recent literature about the U.S. outlines the importance of job-to-job flows not only to
fully understand the functioning of the reallocation process of workers in more productive
firms, but also to explain aggregate wage dynamics and its recent subdued evolution (e.g.
Moscarini and Postel-Vinay, 2016c (henceforth MPV) and Hahn et al., 2018). In particular,
the findings of MPV (2016a), MPV (2016b) and Karahan et al. (2017) show that, in
empirical models aimed at explaining wage dynamics, hires from employment win the
“horse race” against flows from unemployment. They also argue that recent subdued wage
growth in the U.S. is better explained by the lack of job-to-job flows than by traditional
measures of slack like the unemployment rate. They conclude that policy-makers should
pay more attention on the mechanisms behind workers’ transitions from one firm to another.
These results, however, can be hardly reconciled with the vast literature on the relationship
between unemployment and wage dynamics (the Phillips curve framework) and with the
literature based on Pissarides (2009), according to which wage cyclicality is determined
by new hires from unemployment (see, among others, Shin and Solon, 2007 and Carneiro
et al., 2012).

In this paper we use comparable administrative data for France and Italy to empirically
test whether and to what extent in these two euro area countries job-to-job flows influence
nominal wage growth. Then, we look at heterogeneity of flows by types of workers and
firms (large vs small, young vs. old). Finally, we analyse whether variations of flows from
and to non-employment contribute to explaining wage growth after controlling for changes
in job-to-job flows. We use two distinct panels of matched employer-employee datasets
spanning from 1995 to 2016 for France and from 2000 to 2015 for Italy.

Theoretically, job-to-job flows can influence wage growth through two channels that
MPV (2016a) define as: (i) the “composition” and (ii) the “strategic” effects. The first
is the most obvious one: workers quit their jobs only if they receive a better wage offer.
There is therefore a direct positive link between the number of (voluntary) movers in the
economy and aggregate wage dynamics. The second is an indirect channel, which arises
when employers respond to other firms’ poaching by increasing the wages of their workers
in order to retain them. The first effect involves those who change job. The second can
affect both those who change and those who do not change job/employer, as in MPV
(2016a) and MPV (2017a). The evolution of average job-to-job flows is therefore a good
proxy for labor demand.

In particular, we look at four types of worker flows: (i) workers who stay in the same
firm for two consecutive years, labelled as stayers; (ii) workers who move from one employer
to another (movers), (iii) movements from non-employment into employment (entrants),
and (iv) vice-versa (exiters). We then decompose aggregate wage dynamics by flow types
to identify the contribution of hires/separations and job-to-job flows. We show that in
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both Italy and France aggregate nominal wage dynamics is mostly determined by stayers,
because of their very large weight in total employment. Aggregate flows into and out of
employment are similar to flows from one job to another and these movements tend to
offset each other, as for the U.S (Hahn et al., 2018).

We further look at the composition effect and we analyze the correlation of observed
job-to-job flows and local shocks, measured by variations in the local unemployment rate.
We consider three elements. The first is the probability to move to another job. The second
is the average wage gain associated to a move, if any. The third is the specific relation of
movers’ wages with local shocks as opposed to the one of stayers. In our simplest empirical
model the correlation of wage changes with the economic situation is captured by variations
in the local unemployment rate where the individual works (departmental level for France;
provincial level for Italy).

We find that in both France and Italy movers gain on average an extra 2 pp. increase
in nominal wage growth when they change job, over an average wage growth equal to
around 4 pp. The probability of moving instead is rather small in these countries and it is
very weakly correlated with the local unemployment rate, differently from the findings of
Haltiwanger et al., 2018. We also find that in both countries the wage gain of movers is
negatively correlated with the local unemployment rate. Last, wage changes of stayers are
in general not very responsive to changes in the local economic situation.

To check other implications of the theory, we look at relevant dimensions of heterogene-
ity. Job-to-job flows should be more frequent and more sensitive to local economic situation
for workers in high-skilled occupations. Indeed, MPV (2018) show that, in the presence of
heterogeneous human capital and human capital depreciation during unemployment, firms
prefer to hire employed workers instead of the unemployed ones. We explicitly test this
hypothesis by looking at the probability of moving and at the wage premium associated to
changes in employer by type of occupation and we find supportive evidence. We find that
temporary workers represent a large share of those who change job, probably because they
are forced to look for another job after their contracts expire. The premium from moving
is instead higher and more correlated with the local unemployment rate for permanent
workers.

We also test whether wage dynamics is influenced by firm characteristics. One natural
dimension to look at is firm size, as size is often associated to higher productivity and
therefore higher average wage. MPV (2012), for instance, document that in the US large
firms have a disproportionate employment response to positive business cycle fluctuation
relative to smaller ones, which instead poach workers during downturns. Differently from
them, however, we still find a very small cyclical response in the probability of moving,
especially towards larger firms. If anything, we find that job-to-job flows are slightly
cyclical towards small firms (mostly in Italy). We then follow Fort et al. (2013) and look
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contemporaneously at firm size and age, under the assumption that small and young firms,
as opposed to the old-large ones, react more to unemployment fluctuations. As in Fort et al.
(2013), we find that young and small firms poach from other firms in Italy and that both
inflows and wage gains are positively correlated with local shocks, even if the magnitude of
the cyclical response of the probability of moving remains small. This evidence is also in line
with Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) and Sharpe (1994) who show that small firms are more
subject to higher cyclicality as they are more frequently credit constrained. Compared to
France the higher presence of newly-born, small firms in Italy is likely the cause of Italy’s
slightly larger cyclical responses in the probability of moving.

The evidence discussed so far is in line with the theoretical predictions and empirical
results of the literature, except for the magnitude of the effects. We then look at external
labor market flows, i.e. those towards and from non-employment, to check for the existence
of the so-called strategic effect. This is the potential reaction of stayers’ wages to changes
in the average probability of experiencing a job-to-job move, or of experiencing a change
in the average probability of exiting/entering employment.

We follow MPV (2017a) and, for different types of workers —defined by gender, age,
occupation and local labor market—, we calculate a time-varying probability to register (i)
a job-to-job move, (ii) a transition from employment towards non-employment (exit) and
(iii) a transition from non-employment into employment (entry) in each given year. These
probabilities are then used as explanatory variables for wage growth of both stayers and
movers. We find that flows from one job to another affect wage growth of both stayers and
movers, coherently with the so-called "strategic" effect, as in MPV (2017a). Differently
from them, however, we also find that wages respond to variation in potential flows from
and to non-employment (which determine changes in the unemployment rate).

Based on our full set of results we conclude that — differently from what observed in
the US — unemployment still influences wage growth in France and Italy, as transitions
into and out of non-employment remain a key determinant of aggregate wage growth. This
result is likely to depend on the limited magnitude and on the low cyclicality of job-to-job
movements in the two European countries we consider, which are characterized by more
rigid and less mobile labor markets. Our findings support the validity of the unemployment
rate as a determinant for wage growth. Research about the Phillips curve, however, should
also consider the potential impact of job-to-job flows and firm characteristics on aggregate
wage growth.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the datasets and our definition
of labor market flows and workers’ and firms’ characteristics. Section 3 presents a decom-
position of average wage growth to measure the contribution of job-to-job flows and other
flows. In Section 4, we rely on microdata to analyze the probability to move to another
job and the impact of external labor market conditions, as summarized by the local unem-
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ployment rate. Section 5 focuses on heterogeneity by type of occupation, job contract and
firm structure. Section 6 looks at the direct and strategic effects of job-to-job transitions.
Last, Section 7 briefly concludes.

2 The data

We use administrative data, drawn from the compulsory declarations that French and
Italian companies have to provide to the French National Institute of Statistics (INSEE)
and the Italian National Social Security Institute (INPS), respectively. In this section we
describe first each dataset and then how we construct labor market flows.

2.1 French data

We use a sample of DADS data (Déclarations annuelles de données sociales) for the period
1995-2016. DADS data collect wages of all French employees and are used to compute
social security contributions. They constitute the informative basis used by INSEE to
produce some of the statistics of wages and employment in France. A panel version of
this dataset is available for research purposes. It covers all individuals born in October
of each even-numbered years (1/25th of the working population) for the period 1995-2001
and 1/12th of the working population for the period 2002-2016. To avoid over-weighting
the most recent part of the sample period, we keep only those born in October of each
even-numbered years for years from 2002 to 2016 and, for comparability with the Italian
data, we only keep the private-non agricultural sector.

For each year we observe the length of the employment spell in days, its beginning
and end dates, the associated wages (including the variable part of compensation and
bonuses), the type of contract (since 2005), occupation (blue-collar/low-skilled white-
collar/intermediate profession/professional and manager) and working time (part-time/full-
time). The declared working period includes non-working days. For each worker we observe
age, gender and geographical location. For each firm, we match our dataset with the fis-
cal dataset FARE to obtain information on the average firm size, its age, its geographical
location, and the average wage paid to workers.1

1Margolis (2002) and Picart (2007) outline the presence of spurious changes in firm identifiers, which
imply an overestimation of flows of workers between firms. We adopt their procedure to correct firm
identifiers, according to which a change in firm identifier is considered as spurious if two firms have at least
one half of workers in common between two consecutive years.
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2.2 Italian data

Data on employment and wages consist of declarations made by firms to INPS to deter-
mine the amount of social security contributions to be paid by all private-sector firms with
at least one employee. From this master data, INPS extracts employment histories of all
workers born on the 1st or the 9th day of each month (6.5% of total workforce in the Italian
private sector). This extraction, updated to 2015, provides for each job spell information
on workers’ demographics, the annual gross wage (before social security contributions),
the number of days worked in the year, the main characteristics of the contract (perma-
nent/temporary) and occupation (blue-collar/white-collar/manager), the beginning and
end dates of each job spell. As for French data, for each firm, we know its geographical
location at the province level, its size, age and the average wage paid to workers.

2.3 Sample selection and definitions

Both datasets report the value of wages and days worked by contract and year and we do
not observe intra-annual wage variation unless individuals change their job. Thus, we look
at the employment status of individuals in December of each year.2

Given the panel structure implicit in our dataset we can identify four types of worker
annual flows. The first is composed of individuals who are employed in December of both
year t− 1 and t. If they work for the same firm for two consecutive years they are labelled
as stayers; if they have changed firm between t − 1 and t they are labelled as movers.
Second we call exiters workers who are working in December t − 1 but not in t; a worker
is instead an entrant if she is not working in December t− 1 but works in t.

Some measurement issues can affect our data. First, we do not observe a direct measure
of non-employment. Individuals who are not recorded as a private-sector employee in a
given year could be either non-employed, or employed in the public sector or working as self-
employed. It is not possible for us to evaluate the size of this potential source of bias, but in
both countries the flows of private sector employees from and to public or self-employment
are rather small, especially in recent years.3 Moreover, to avoid mismeasurement due to
retirement or working student, we keep only workers between 25 and 50 years old. We
keep all types of workers but our results are robust if we keep only males, full-time and
permanent workers (results are reported in the Appendix).

Second, since we are looking at annual transitions, given our definitions, it is possible
that we classify as movers also people who, within the same year, lose their job and find
a new one after a non-employment spell. To avoid these spurious job-to-job transitions,

2When the worker has several employment relationships during the same time interval, we keep the one
with the longest overall duration and the higher daily wage.

3Between 2009 and 2015, 7.7% of moves are between the public and the private sectors in France using
the DADS panel.
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we exclude people with an infra-annual non-employment spell longer than one quarter and
classify them as entrants. Indeed, one quarter is the time interval used e.g. by Haltiwanger
et al., 2018 to define job-to-job flows. In some robustness checks we also exclude people
non-employment spells shorter than one month finding similar results.

Finally, in order to have comparable data on wages for the two countries we look at daily
wages net of employers’ social contributions and before income taxes. The two measures of
wages are quite comparable but non-identical, because wages refer to the part of workers’
compensation for which firms have to pay social security contributions, with some different
rules in the two countries. These differences, however, do not impede us to shed some light
on the mechanisms that influence wage dynamics in the two countries, and to compare the
size of flows.

Table 1 reports some descriptive statistics and shows some different patterns in France
and Italy. In Italy movers account for 10% of total employees, whereas in France they are
around 8%. These shares are remarkably higher if we relate movers to total hires (43%
in Italy and 29% in France). The table reports also daily wages of stayers and movers.
First, daily wages are apparently slightly higher in Italy than in France, but the difference
depends only on the fact that French data refer to the whole period a worker is employed in
a firm (including non-working days), whereas Italian data report the actual days worked.
With this difference in mind, in both countries those who move have lower daily wages
than those who work for the same firm for two consecutive years, but higher wage growth
rate. The last rows report the average characteristics of the firms where movers work before
moving. In both countries movers typically come from younger and smaller firms. Since
we are using samples of workers born in a given date, our samples are representative of the
entire population of workers. The average size of the firms where our sampled workers are
employed, however, is higher than the average size calculated on the population of firms
(giving weight 1 to each firm, independently of its size). This occurs because our worker
level sample gives more weight to large firms (since it implicitly weights firm level data by
the number of workers employed in each firm). Table 1 shows this point. In Italy in our
sample there are around 47% firms with at least 50 employees. In France their incidence
is even larger (63%). If we look at the population of firms we find that in Italy only 1.6 %
firms are larger than 50 employees. This share is 6 times larger in France.

3 A look to aggregate data

To assess the relevance of job-to-job flows and other flows in the labor market, we consider
the following decomposition of the average wage change between time t − 1 and time t,
∆wt. We define the group of stayers as St, movers as Qt, entrants as Nt and exiters as Rt.
The employment population is Dt = St + Qt + Nt at time t and Dt−1 = St + Qt + Rt at
time t− 1.
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∆wt =
Σisitwit + Σiqitwit + Σinitwit

Dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
earnings at time t

− Σisitwit−1 + Σiqitwit−1 + Σiritwit−1

Dt−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
earnings at time t-1

We can separate each part of the equation by transition type:

∆wt =

St
Dt

+ St
Dt−1

2

Σisit∆wit

St︸ ︷︷ ︸
job stayers

+

Qt

Dt
+ Qt

Dt−1

2

Σiqit∆wit

Qt︸ ︷︷ ︸
emp-to-emp.

+

Nt

Dt
(
Σinitwit

Nt
− w̃t) −

Rt

Dt
(
Σiritwit−1

Rt
− w̃t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

new hires and exiters

where, sit, qit, nit and rit are indicator variables that refer to stayers, movers, entrants
and exiters, respectively, and w̃t is the weighted average wage level of stayers and movers.
A similar decomposition is used by Hahn et al. (2018) for the U.S.

Figures 1 and 2 report the decomposition during the period 1999–2015 for Italy and
1996–2016 for France. Vertical lines in both countries represent the years immediately
before a recession. First, nominal wage growth is always positive. This is not a surprising
result as in both countries wages are determined by collective agreements which typically
prevent nominal wage cuts, whereas firm level bargaining can only regulate additional pay
components.4 Second, in both countries aggregate data show some cyclicality of wages,
slightly more evident in Italy than in France. However, wage dynamics is largely influenced
by people who stay in the same job. Net flows from and to non-employment tend to have
a negative or null impact on wage growth suggesting that firms recompose their workforce
in order to counterbalance the growth rate of nominal wages of stayers. Last, movers
contribute positively to wage growth, but, differently from the U.S. their contribution is
rather small, especially in France. In Italy the contribution of movers was around 40%
of total wage growth before the Great Recession and declined to almost zero during the
prolonged recessionary period of 2009–2014. (These results are indeed rather similar to
Hahn et al. (2017, 2018) for the US.)

4 The composition channel: observed job-to-job transitions
and wage growth of stayers and movers

In this section we focus on workers who are employed at least for two consecutive years,
and we study the dynamics of their probability of changing job and of their wages. To

4Using the DADS, Audenaert et al. (2014) shows that in France among full time workers from the
private sector working for the same firm two consecutive years, 26% are subject to a wage cut.
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proxy local variations in economic conditions we rely on the unemployment rate where the
job is located. Then we look at the probability of changing job, at the wage premium
associated to a job change, and the sensitivity of movers’ wages to changes in the local
unemployment rate (relative to stayers’ wages).

We match our employer-employee data with the LFS local unemployment rate (110
provinces in Italy, 94 departments in France).5 The final sample consists of almost 8
million observations in Italy and 6 in France.

We estimate the following two basic equations:

moverijt = γ1Ult + γ2xijt + θl + µi + ξt + κs + ηijt (1)

∆ln(wijt) = β1moverit + β2Ult + β3Ult ∗moverit + β4xijt + δl + νi + ζt + λs + εijt (2)

In Equation 1 the variable moverijt is a dummy equal to 1 if worker i employed in t− 1

in firm j, changes firm between t−1 and t. The variable Ult is the employment rate at time
t of local labor market l where firm j is located. The matrix xijt contains worker i and
firm j time varying characteristics, like occupation, part-time regime, firm (log) average
wage, (log) firm size, firm age and firm age square depending on the specification. All
characteristics refer to year t − 1. The variable θl, νi, κs and ζt are local labor market,
individual, sector and time fixed effects, respectively. The equation is estimated by a linear
probability model.

In Equation 2 the dependent variable ∆ln(wijt) is the difference between time t and
time t − 1 of log nominal wages of worker i employed in firm j at t − 1 and the dummy
moverijt is an independent variable. As in Equation 1, xijt contains workers’ and firms’
time variant characteristics and we add local labor market, individual, sector and time
fixed effects. In this specification the coefficient β2 is the elasticity of wage growth with
respect to deviations of the local unemployment rate from its long-term average. In both
equations, standard errors are clustered by local labor market-year level to control for
correlation of workers subject to common local shocks.

Equation 1 looks at composition effects of wage dynamics. Equation 2 instead captures
the direct effect of local unemployment shocks on nominal daily wages and allows us to
determine whether it is similar for stayers and movers. In these estimates we assume
that the local conditions are captured by the local unemployment rate. One could argue
that in both countries administrative provinces/departments are too large to capture local
labor market conditions, being travel-to-work areas typically smaller than administrative
provinces or departments. Our choice is motivated by the lack of data on the unemployment
rate for smaller geographical areas for all the years here considered.

5Results are similar if we are using unemployment rate at a larger administrative level (regions). See
in Appendix Tables B1 and B2
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Figures 3a and 4a shows that in both countries workers move more often during booms
than during downturns, highlighting the cyclicality of job-to-job flows. Figures 11b and
12b reports wage changes for stayers and movers in France and Italy, respectively. The
cyclicality of the wage premium of movers is less obvious at first sight. An interesting
descriptive point is the reduction of this premium in Italy after the Great Recession.

Tables 2 and 3 report the estimates for France and Italy respectively. In both tables
columns 1 and 2 refer to Equation 1, columns 3-8 to Equation 2. First, in both countries
the probability of a job-to-job move is little correlated with the local unemployment rate.
In Italy one standard deviation increase in the unemployment rate (equal to 5 percentage
points, see Table 1) is associated with only a 0.6 pp reduction in the probability of changing
job (out of an average probability of moving of 10%); in France the same increase in the
unemployment rate implies a reduction in the probability of moving by 0.1 pp (out of
an average of 8%) and the coefficient is not statistically significant. These effects are
undoubtedly small.

Columns 3 and 4 of both Tables 2 and 3 (without and with individual fixed effects)
show that, relative to stayers, wage growth of movers is higher, confirming the standard
Burdett and Mortensen (1998) model.6 For all workers, the wage premium associated to
moving strongly reacts to the local unemployment rate (Col. 5 and 6), as in a standard
Phillips curve setting. If the unemployment rate increases by one standard deviation
(5 pp), the wage premium associated to changing job is just 0.7 pp lower in Italy and
0.6 pp lower in France (relative to an average wage premium of about 1.3 pp and 0.8,
respectively). Thus, movers affect wage dynamics mostly through the cyclicality of wage
changes associated to job moves rather than through the pro-cyclicality of job-to-job moves
themselves. In general, however, —give their small weight in the population — their
contribution is rather small. Finally, wages of stayers respond very little to the local
unemployment rate (Columns 6 and 8 of Tables 2 and 3, with individual fixed effects).
It is worth mentioning, however, that the estimated impact of the unemployment rate on
the probability of moving is very much influenced by the cyclical indicator used (Karahan
et al., 2017 make a more general point on this topic). To show this point in Table B2 of
Appendix 7 we report the same estimates of Table 3 for Italy where we include the region-
level unemployment rate (for 20 regions) instead of the province-level one (for more than
100 provinces). Estimates refer only to Italy, because in France the local unemployment
rate is not significantly related to the probability of moving (neither at the department
level nor at the regional level). According to those estimates a 1.6 pp increase in the
unemployment rate (equal to one standard deviation of the regional unemployment rate)
is associated to 0.1 pp increase in the probability of moving. The effect is still rather
small but is more than three times larger than the estimates based on the province-level
unemployment rate.

6Figure 3b shows that 2015 may be a particular year in the French data but the results are robust when
we drop this year in estimations.
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As a further robustness check we exploit a characteristics of the Italian bargaining
system; unfortunately, because of the lack of data the same exercise cannot be carried out
for France. In Italy wage growth is partly determined by sector-level centralized collective
agreements and partly by negotiation at the firm-level, between the firm and the worker,
or decentralized collective agreements (mainly in larger firms). The latter part of wage
growth can also include variable wage components, like bonuses. For almost all workers in
our sample we know what is the reference collective agreement and, using aggregate Istat
data on negotiated wages, we can calculate: (i) how much of the observed wage growth
can be attributed to collective agreements and (ii) how much is specific to the worker-
firm match. To build this variable we subtract to total daily wage growth the growth of
negotiated wages referred to the collective contract the worker belonged to in t − 1. We
then look at the dynamics of the two components separately; the results are reported in
Table 4. First, we find that the part of wage growth which is bargained at the central
level does not seem to be highly correlated with the unemployment rate. As expected, the
gain in contractual wages for those who move is null (since contractual wages are equal for
everybody belonging to the same national contract). More importantly, the correlation of
wage gains for movers to unemployment as well as the wage premium is entirely driven by
the part of wage growth which is specific to the match (i.e. negotiated within the firm by
workers or firm-level unions or due to variable wage components). This robustness check
allows us to qualify the wage dynamics we are analyzing, i.e. that it is it mostly specific
to the match.

Appendix 7 tests the robustness of our results by reporting the exact same estimates
on the sample of male permanent workers only.

5 Heterogeneity by worker and firm characteristics

5.1 Workers’ occupation

One of the results of the MPV theoretical framework is that firms compete for workers
and are willing to increase their wages when they are more at risk of moving to another
firm. An implicit assumption in this setting is that workers cannot be easily substituted at
low costs. On a similar ground MPV (2018) show that in a model with on-the-job search
heterogeneous human capital and human capital depreciation during unemployment, firms
tend to prefer poaching from other firms than hiring from unemployment. Consequently,
gains from moving are higher for high-skilled workers as they are more often poached by
other firms. To test for this hypothesis we split our samples into two groups of workers,
according to the skill-content of their occupation. One group is composed of blue-collar
workers, clerks and other low-skilled occupations in the service sector. The other group
is composed of high-skilled white-collars and managers. Workers’ type of occupation is
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observed at time t− 1.7

Figures 5 and 6 report the share of a job-to-job move in total employment for both high-
and low-skilled (left-hand panel) and the associated wage change (right-hand) for France
and Italy respectively. In both countries the probability of moving is higher for low-skilled
occupations, but the associated wage change is smaller than for high-skilled occupations.
The correlation of wages with shocks seems instead rather similar among groups. The
higher probability to record a job-to-job transition for low-skilled occupations, associated
to lower wage increases, suggests that these flows are probably generated by a separation
and a subsequent new job, instead of a genuine job-to-job transition.

We investigate the reaction of these flows to changes in the unemployment rate by
estimating Equations (1) and (2) separately the two groups of workers. Columns [1] and
[2] for France and columns [5] and [6] simply relate job-to job flows to the evolution of the
unemployment rate by type of worker. The other columns compare wage changes of movers
with those of stayers, by type of workers. First, at least in in Italy, the probability of moving
is highly correlated to the local unemployment rate for low-skilled workers. Second, wage
gains from moving are always positive and are remarkably larger for high-skilled workers
as suggested by 5 and 6. They decline, however, the larger the local unemployment rate.

5.2 Type of workers’ contract

One of the key features of the French and the Italian labor markets is the so-called dualism,
i.e. the existence of two types of job contracts: open-ended and fixed-term. The first is a
standard job contract with no fixed-term clause, highly protected in both countries. The
second has a limited duration and low termination costs (no cost in Italy). The regulation
of temporary contracts follows similar guidelines in the two countries.

Workers hired with a temporary job contract are naturally forced to look for another job
when their contract expires. Compared with permanent workers their bargaining power
is then lower as they are more at risk of becoming unemployed. The correlation between
wage dynamics and unemployment rate can then differ from that of permanent workers.
For this reason we split our sample into permanent and temporary workers and carry out
the same exercise as in Equations 1 and 2.

To better interpret our findings it is important to take into account that in our sample
we are considering only temporary workers who have relatively long contracts, as they must
be working for two consecutive years. We are excluding very short contracts which are more
likely to be particularly sensitive to economic shocks. Nevertheless, in Italy the large part
of job-to-job flows can be attributed to temporary workers (Figure 8a; left hand panel)
but their wage gain from moving is smaller than the one obtained by permanent workers

7Education or detailed occupations are not available.
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(right-hand side). In France the contribution of flows of fixed-term contracts is smaller
than in Italy (Figure 7a) and the wage gains of moving are relatively similar whatever the
contract type.

Table 6 reports the estimates of the probability of moving and wage growth by type
of contract. In both countries the probability of moving is more sensitive to local unem-
ployment shocks for temporary workers. Moreover, in both countries job-to-job transitions
of temporary workers are not associated to a wage increase, whereas those of permanent
workers are. Additionally, high values of unemployment usually lead to a larger drop in
the wage premium associated to moving for permanent workers.

5.3 Firms’ size and age

The dynamics of workers flows up to the job ladder can potentially affect not only workers’
earnings and inequality (e.g. Card et al., 2015; Fallick et al., 2012), but also productivity
dynamics. As far as highly productive firms are also the larger ones, job-to-job moves by
firm size have received attention too (e.g. Haltiwanger et al., 2018).

MPV (2012) show that during recessions small firms can poach highly productive work-
ers from larger firms, because there is less competition for workers. However, Haltiwanger
et al. (2018) find that in the U.S. workers tend to move from large to small firms. In
particular, small young and dynamic firms attract already employed workers to expand
their size. These moves are also highly procyclical.

We then look at moves by firm size and firm age to assess what is the prevalent driver
of the observed wage growth in France and Italy. We classify a firm as large if its size
exceeds 50 employees.8 Size is defined at time t and corresponds to the size of the movers’
destination firm. Based on the results of the previous sections, we focus on the correla-
tion between local shocks and our variables of interest–the probability of moving and the
associated wage growth. Results are reported in Table 7.

In both France and Italy small firms attract more inflows than larger ones (Figures 9a
and 10a). The wage gain associated to a move, however, is much smaller in small firms (see
also Table 7): in Italy it almost doubles for movers in very large firms (being equal to 3.8
per cent, Table 7). Moreover, it seems to be more correlated with the local unemployment
rate for larger firms particularly in France, consistently with MPV (2018) (Table 7).

This evidence implies that large firms drive movers’ wage growth especially during
expansions as their probability to attract workers increases (in relative terms) and the
associated wage gain (calculated at average unemployment rate) is remarkably higher than
the average. In Italy, however, larger firms, defined as those with size larger than the 50

8This is an important threshold in both countries.
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employees, employ only 25% of total permanent employment of which 10% are movers.
This evidence implies that movers’ wage dynamics in Italy is dampened by the rather low
average firm size. On the contrary, firms are much larger in France where more than 10%
of firm population and hire almost two third of the private sector employees. Consequently,
in France movers’ wage dynamics is mainly driven by those large firms.

Size however is not the only firm characteristic which can affect job-to-job flows. In
particular, Fort et al. (2013) and Haltiwanger et al. (2018) show that size growth and
poaching depend on the firm life-cycle. In the U.S. newly-born firms highly contribute
to job-to-job flows, whereas the contribution of older firms is relatively negligible, as they
shrink before exiting the market. To check for this issue Table 8 reports the estimates of
the standard Equations (1) and (2) for younger firms (defined as those with age lower than
the 25th percentile) and older firms (those with age higher than the 75th percentile). We
then look also at young and small firms (size smaller than 50 employees). The upper part
of the table refers to France, the bottom to Italy.

Figures 11a and 12a indicate that job-to-job flows into a young firm are larger than
in other firms. Table 8 shows that the probability of moving to older firms displays little
cyclicality; that of moving in a young firm is instead slightly correlated with local shocks,
especially in Italy: in this country one standard deviation of the local unemployment
rate implies a decline by 0.8 pp in the probability of moving with respect to an old firm (a
remarkably larger effect if compared with the average). Concerning wage changes, in France
the gain from moving to a young firm is related to local unemployment rate, compared to
old firms where the wage premium is not significant. In Italy wage gains for movers are
more related to shocks in the local unemployment rate in small firms.

Columns [3] and [6] of Table 8 focus only on young firms at the beginning of their
life-cycle, when they are also small. The results confirm that in Italy flows into a small-
young firm are higher than the average and more correlated to local shocks. According
to the results displayed for both countries, wage gains in small-young firms are slightly
lower than the average. In Italy gains from moving in a small-young firm are positive, and
negatively correlated to local shocks to the unemployment rate whereas in France wages
of both stayers and movers towards young firms are sensitive to local unemployment.

The combined evidence presented in Tables 7 and 8 suggests that small and young firms
are net attractors of movers, slightly more when unemployment is low. The wage gain they
offer, however, is lower than the average firm, and more related to local unemployment
rate, at least in Italy. Thus, we conclude that any factor that limits worker flows towards
large firms, or hampers wage growth in smaller ones (e.g. credit constraints) negatively
affects also observed aggregate wage growth.
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6 The strategic effect: the impact of job-to-job flows on stay-
ers’ wages

In the previous sections we have showed that job-to-job flows in France and Italy responds
to changes in local labor market conditions, in line with what suggested by the theory and
found by empirical research on the U.S.. However, the contribution of movers to total wage
growth is rather small and wage dynamics are mainly determined by stayers.

As pointed out by MPV (2017b), job-to-job flows can affect aggregate wages not only
because of a composition effect, like the one described in the previous sections, but also
because of what they call a strategic effect. When labor demand increases, employed
workers face more opportunities to change their job. As their outside option increases also
their wage increases, because firms try to retain them.

MPV (2016a) make a step forward and present a model in which also stayers’ wages
respond directly only to job-to-job flows (when minimum wages or reservation wages are
binding). Karahan et al. (2017) and MPV (2017b) test empirically this result by including
proxies of job-to-job flows and flows into and out of employment in a standard wage growth
regression. They find that job-to-job flows are the only variable affecting nominal wage
growth whereas after controlling for job-to-job flows, unemployment-related measures do
not matter.

We adopt their strategy and carry out the same test for France and Italy. Following
in particular MPV (2017b) we identify different types of workers y, based on the full
interaction of the following characteristics: province/department where individuals work
at time t− 1,9 gender, age group (three brackets) and workers in low-skilled occupations.
Thus, using the full sample (i.e. including also entrants and exiters) for each type of
workers we estimate the probability of being mover, an exiter or entrant for each type
y over time, controlling for individual and firm characteristics in t − 1–sector, full-time,
occupation level, log of the firm size and log of the average wage of the firm. In particular,
we estimate the following equation:

statusijyt = βxijt + θs + θyt + uijyt (3)

where statusijyt is a dummy indicating whether worker i, working in firm j in t − 1 and
belonging to type y, is a mover (or an entrant or a exiter) between t and t − 1; xijt are
controls for worker and firm characteristics evaluated at time t− 1 and θs are sector fixed
effects. θyt, the worker-type fixed effect interacted with time dummies, is our proxy for the
expected probability of a given transition for individuals of type y.

We name these type-specific time varying probabilities as follows: (i) EE for job-to-job
9It is measured at time t for the entrants.
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transitions (EEyt); (ii) EN for flows towards non-employment (ENyt) and (iii) NE for
flows from non-employment into employment (NEyt) and we assign each variables to each
individual, according to her own type y.

We then run the following regression:

∆ln(wiyt) = β1moverit + β2Uyt + β3EEyt + β4ENyt + β5NEyt + β6ziytγy + ζt + εiyt (4)

where y indicates the type of the workers. The dummy moverit is defined as in Equations
(1) and (2) and ziyt are workers’ and firms’ characteristics. Here, differently from the other
equations, Uyt is the unemployment rate of worker-type y estimated using LFS, i.e. the
unemployment rate for each type of worker in a given province/department. Compara-
ble data for workers types are available only after 2003. EEyt, ENyt and NEyt are the
time-varying fixed effects for each transition estimated above. Last, γy and ζt are type
and time fixed effects. Differently from Equation (2), Equation (4) then includes not only
the unemployment rate Uyt but also flows into and out of employment which obviously
correlate with Uyt and EEyt flows. In this case Uyt captures determinants of the cycli-
cality of unemployment different from the ones already captured by flows into and out of
employment (due for instance to flows in and out of participation). To appreciate how
much ENyt and NEyt map into Uyt Table 10 reports the cross-correlations among the
three variables. As expected, the correlation between Uyt and ENyt is negative whereas
the one with NEyt is positive. This suggests that the in both countries the participation
margin, i.e. flows of people who move to/from non-private employment, does not perfectly
map into the unemployment rate.

The results of the estimates of Equation (4) are reported in Tables 11 and 12 for France
and Italy, respectively. Columns 1-4 of both tables refer to the whole sample of stayers
and movers, column 5 to movers only whereas column 6 to stayers only.

As in Tables 2 and 3, we find that wage changes are larger for movers than for stayers.
More importantly we find that EE flows are positively correlated to wage growth whereas
EN flows have a negative correlation. Last, NE flows, which capture an increase in oppor-
tunities for non-employed workers tend to be positively correlated to wage growth. The
same conclusions hold for the sub-sample of movers and stayers. Interestingly, larger EE
flows affect not only wages of movers, but also wages of stayers. In particular, we find
that a 1 standard deviation increase in the EE flows (equal to 2.8 pp in Italy an 2.1 pp
in France, see Table 9) implies an increase in overall wage growth (of both stayers and
movers) of about 0.14 pp in Italy and 0.20 pp in France. Focusing only on movers, wages
increase by 0.39 pp in Italy and 0.48 pp in France. The increase of wages of stayers is
significant in both countries, 0.05 pp in Italy and 0.17 in France, but smaller that what
found for movers. These results are in line with the findings of MPV (2017b) for the US
and outline the importance of EE flows in wage determination of stayers.
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Last, in all the specifications the magnitude of the coefficients of U, NE and EN flows
are only slightly affected by the inclusion of EE flows (as shown by col. 4). In particular,
a 1 standard deviation increase in the EN flows (equal to 6.4 pp in Italy and 5.8 in France,
see Table 9) implies a reduction in overall wage growth (of both stayers and movers) of
about 0.17 pp in Italy an no significant change in France; a 1 standard deviation increase
in the NE flows (equal to 7.4 pp in Italy and 7.3 pp in France) implies an increase in overall
wage growth (of both stayers and movers) of about 0.30 pp in both countries. This result
differs from the one of MPV (2017b) and Karahan et al. (2017), suggesting that in France
and Italy the risk of unemployment affects wage growth.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we analyze how job-to-job flows impact the dynamics of aggregate wages in
Italy and France. We use administrative microdata and look at two channels: a composition
effect, due to the positive correlation of job-to-job flows and local shocks, and a strategic
effect, determined by the response of wages of stayers to the option of moving. We detect
the presence of both these effects in France and Italy.

Differently from the U.S., however, we find that the probability of moving is rather low
and displays very little cyclicality in these euro area countries, characterized by more rigid
and less mobile labor markets. Probably for this reason, job-to-job flows are less able to
explain wage dynamics in France and Italy than in the US, while flows from and to employ-
ment, related to local changes in the unemployment rate, still affect wage growth of both
stayers and movers. This result calls further research on the competition of employed and
unemployed workers for jobs, that in turn may depend on some structural characteristics
of jobs, wages and firms.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1 – France: Decomposition of wage growth by type of flows
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Note: Source: DADS, employees in the private sector aged 25-50. Average annual changes. The graph
displays how much of the aggregate wage dynamics (overall) is driven by movers, stayers and entry and
exit in the labor market. See equation 1 for details. Grey lines refer to recessions.

Figure 2 – Italy: Decomposition of wage growth by type of flows
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Note: Source: INPS, employees in the private sector aged 25-50. Average annual changes. The graph
displays how much of the aggregate wage dynamics (overall) is driven by movers, stayers and entry and
exit in the labor market. See equation 1 for details. Grey lines refer to recessions.
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Figure 3 – France: Share of job-to-job movers and wage premium
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Note: Source: DADS. The graph displays the share of job-to-job movers among employees in the private
sector aged 25-50. Movers are computed as those who are employed in December each year, but in two
different firms, with a non-employment spell within the year of less than one month. Wage change is the
change in daily wage in two consecutive years for individuals who are employed both years, in the same
firm (stayers) or in two different firms (movers). Grey lines refer to recessions.

Figure 4 – Italy: Share of job-to-job movers and wage premium
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Note: Source: INPS. The graph displays the share of job-to-job movers among employees in the private
sector aged 25-50. Movers are computed as those who are employed in December each year, but in two
different firms, with a non-employment spell within the year of less than one month. Wage change is the
change in daily wage in two consecutive years for individuals who are employed both years, in the same
firm (stayers) or in two different firms (movers). Grey lines refer to recessions.
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Figure 5 – France: Share of job-to-job movers and wage premium low- and high-skilled
workers
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Note: Source: DADS. Low-skilled workers are those classified as blue-collars, clerks, employees in trade
or in services for the households. Grey lines refer to recessions.

Figure 6 – Italy: Share of job-to-job movers and wage premium low- and high-skilled
workers
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Note: Source: INPS. Low-skilled workers are those classified by INPS as blue-collars or apprentices. Grey
lines refer to recessions.

Figure 7 – France: Share of job-to-job movers and wage premium temporary and permanent
workers
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Note: Source: DADS. Grey lines refer to recessions. Labor contract is only available since 2005.
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Figure 8 – Italy: Share of job-to-job movers and wage premium temporary and permanent
workers
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Note: Source: INPS. Grey lines refer to recessions.

Figure 9 – France: Share of job-to-job movers and wage premium in small firms
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Note: Source: DADS. Grey lines refer to recessions. Small if firm size is below the 50 employees.

Figure 10 – Italy: Share of job-to-job movers and wage premium in small firms
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Note: Source: INPS. Grey lines refer to recessions. Small if firm size is below the 50 employees.
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Figure 11 – France: Share of job-to-job movers and wage premium in young firms
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Note: Source: DADS. Grey lines refer to recessions. Young if firm age is below the 25th percentile of the
distribution.

Figure 12 – Italy: Share of job-to-job movers and wage premium in young firms
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Tables

Table 1 – Summary statistics

Italy France
All Stayers Movers All Stayers Movers
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Movers (as % of total empl.) 0.102 0.084
Movers (as % of total hires) 0.426 0.293
Daily wage 80.382 80.822 76.061 80.142 80.361 77.765

(50.660) (50.720) (49.966) (58.309) (58.579) (55.224)
Log wage change 0.036 0.034 0.054 0.038 0.037 0.049

(0.149) (0.134) (0.240) (0.174) (0.161) (0.283)
Days worked 272.770 284.865 166.592
(current spell) (73.451) (59.578) (95.075)

Days paid 344.250 355.349 223.462
(current spell) (59.630) (33.326) (119.311)

Female 0.349 0.352 0.319 0.372 0.375 0.349
Age 38.069 38.214 36.797 38.474 38.643 36.637

(6.846) (6.828) (6.872) (6.829) (6.807) (6.799)
Temporary contract 0.058 0.037 0.245 0.048 0.036 0.222
Full time 0.846 0.846 0.845 0.867 0.868 0.832
Low-skilled workers 0.589 0.583 0.640 0.599 0.601 0.593
Firm average wage (log) 7.479 7.488 7.393 10.187 10.189 10.320

(0.472) (0.465) (0.517) (0.530) (0.497) (0.947)
Firm size (log) 4.333 4.349 4.187 5.132 5.151 4.925

(2.637) (2.635) (2.655) (2.866) (2.876) (2.734)
Firm age (years) 17.545 18.360 10.393 24.952 25.497 21.470

(13.342) (13.216) (12.263) (21.142) (21.140) (19.280)
Share firms > 50 employees 0.493 0.495 0.479 0.607 0.609 0.584
(in the sample)
Share firms > 50 employees 0.016 0.207
(in the firm population)
Local unempl. rate 0.073 0.074 0.069 0.088 0.089 0.087

(0.048) (0.048) (0.045) (0.027) (0.027) (0.026)
Observations 7718759 6929419 789340 5993166 5488807 504359

Note: Sources: INPS and DADS. Standard deviations within brackets. For movers: workers’ and firms’
characteristics observed before moving. Low-skilled workers in Italy are those classified by INPS as blue-
collar workers; in France are those classified by Insee as employees and blue-collars. Share firms > 50
employees refers to the share of workers working in firms with more than 50 employees. Because of data
limitations, we use province-level unemployment rates for Italy and department-level unemployment rates
for France. Contract type is only available after 2005 for France.
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Table 2 – Composition channel and job-to-job moves and wage changes. France

prob. moving delta log wage
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover 0.010*** 0.008*** 0.018*** 0.018***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

unempl -0.031 -0.011 -0.022** -0.012* -0.014* -0.003
(0.019) (0.009) (0.009) (0.005) (0.007) (0.005)

unempl*mov -0.095*** -0.119***
(0.035) (0.034)

N 5787567 5781503 5787567 5781503 5787567 5781503 5856265 5856265
Ind. Fe No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Note: Additional controls: gender, age, age squared, whether blue collar or white collar, whether full
time, whether temporary, firm age, firm age squared, firm size, firm average wage, sector, year and local
fixed-effects. All time-varying characteristics refer to t − 1. Standard errors clustered at the local-year
level. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, * denotes significance at 5%.

Table 3 – Composition channel and job-to-job moves and wage changes. Italy

prob. moving delta log wage
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover 0.016*** 0.013*** 0.026*** 0.028***
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

unempl -0.088*** -0.135*** -0.005 -0.022 0.008 0.000
(0.029) (0.031) (0.011) (0.012) (0.011) (0.012)

unempl*mover -0.137*** -0.150***
(0.023) (0.028)

N 8928603 8554455 7700989 7565255 7589479 7455608 7589479 7455608
Ind. Fe No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Note: Additional controls: gender, age, age squared, occupation, log average wage at the firm level,
log average firm size, firm’s age, firm’s age squared, sector, year and local fixed-effects. Standard errors
clustered at the local-year level .*** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, * denotes
significance at 5%.

Table 4 – Composition channel and wage changes: contractual wages and drift. Italy

Contractual Drift Total
mover 0.001 0.016*** 0.016***

(0.000) (0.004) (0.004)
unempl -0.005 0.006 0.001

(0.006) (0.034) (0.034)
unempl*mover -0.003 -0.231*** -0.234***

(0.004) (0.045) (0.046)
N 3681845 3681844 3681844

Note: Additional controls: gender, age, age squared, occupation, log average wage at the firm level,
log average firm size, firm’s age, firm’s age squared, sector, year and local fixed-effects. Standard errors
clustered at the local-year level. Data on negotiated contracts available only starting from 2005. ***
denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, * denotes significance at 5%.
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Table 5 – The reaction of wages of low- and high-skilled occupations

France Italy
prob. moving delta log wage prob. moving delta log wage
Low High Low High Low High Low High
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover 0.006 0.029*** 0.017*** 0.037***
(0.003) (0.005) (0.001) (0.003)

unemp -0.020 -0.004 -0.014* 0.005 -0.134*** -0.045 0.015 -0.021
(0.012) (0.013) (0.007) (0.005) (0.030) (0.061) (0.012) (0.018)

unemp*mov -0.056 -0.188*** -0.127*** -0.093**
(0.031) (0.052) (0.019) (0.041)

N 3457370 2322906 3403622 2302557 4455212 3134267 4455212 3134267
Note: additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean wage at the firm level, firm’s age
linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), individual, year, sector, and local fixed-effects. Standard
errors clustered at the local-year level. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, *
denotes significance at 5%.

Table 6 – The reaction of wages of temporary and permanent workers

France Italy
prob. moving delta log wage prob. moving delta log wage

Temp. Perm. Temp. Perm. Temp. Perm. Temp. Perm.
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover -0.004 0.017*** -0.004 0.034***
(0.010) (0.004) (0.003) (0.002)

unemp -0.159* -0.003 -0.022 -0.003 -0.727*** -0.078** -0.001 0.009
(0.069) (0.015) (0.044) (0.005) (0.092) (0.034) (0.027) (0.011)

unemp*mover -0.052 -0.124** -0.111*** -0.147***
(0.108) (0.049) (0.028) (0.024)

N 105326 3242390 85983 3216151 441280 7148199 441280 7148199
Note: additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean wage at the firm level, firm’s age
linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), individual, year, sector and local fixed-effects. The
period of estimation is limited to 2002-2016 as labor contract information is not available before. Standard
errors clustered at the local-year level. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, *
denotes significance at 5%.

Table 7 – The reaction of wages of small and large firms (threshold at 50 employees)

France Italy
prob. moving delta log wage prob. moving delta log wage
Small Large Small Large Small Large Small Large
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover 0.013*** 0.021*** 0.005*** 0.038***
(0.003) (0.004) (0.001) (0.0034

unemp 0.005 -0.014 -0.009 0.002 -0.148*** -0.007 -0.007 -0.013
(0.012) (0.011) (0.005) (0.006) (0.017) (0.072) (0.010) (0.025)

unemp*mov -0.011 -0.180*** -0.112*** -0.113**
(0.032) (0.049) (0.012) (0.056)

N 2222533 3551198 2192791 3507401 3845355 3769721 3698129 3671880
Note: additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean wage at the firm level, firm’s age
linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), individual, year, sector and local fixed-effects. Standard
errors clustered at the local-year level. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, *
denotes significance at 5%.
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Table 8 – Probability of moving and wage changes in newly-born (firm age lower than the
25th percentile and size smaller than the median) and old firms (age higher than the 75th

percentile).

prob. moving delta log wage
old young young old young young

small small
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

France
mover 0.017*** 0.010 0.013***

(0.004) (0.008) (0.004)
unempl -0.040 -0.023 -0.008 -0.018 0.003 -0.029**

(0.027) (0.012) (0.024) (0.011) (0.013) (0.012)
unempl*mover -0.104*** -0.025 -0.025

(0.040) (0.085) (0.045)
N 1284351 1438432 715713 1264522 1422522 703787

Italy
mover 0.023*** 0.019*** 0.008***

(0.003) (0.004) (0.002)
unempl 0.048 -0.152 -0.161* -0.032 0.043 0.020

(0.054) (0.105) (0.093) (0.025) (0.030) (0.017)
unempl*mover -0.142*** -0.147*** -0.156***

(0.034) (0.047) (0.015)
N 2137193 1649133 1016515 2101895 1546159 941891

Note: Dage refers to the age of the firm in t (whether less than the 25th percentile or more than the 75th

percentile). Columns 1, 2, 4 and 5 look at all workers; columns 3 and 6 look at workers employed in t− 1
in small firms (smaller than the median). Additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean
wage at the firm level, firm’s age linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), individual, year, sector
and local fixed-effects. Standard errors clustered at the local-year level. *** denotes significance at 1%, **
denotes significance at 2%, * denotes significance at 5%.

Table 9 – Summary statistics of the probability of changing labor market status, standard
deviation

Standard deviation
[1] [2]

France Italy
Prob. changing employer (EE flows) 0.021 0.028
Prob. exiting employment (EN flows) 0.058 0.064
Prob. entering employment (NE flows) 0.073 0.074
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Table 10 – Correlation among the unemployment rate and flows in and out employment
(EN and NE).

∆ UR EN NE

France
∆ Unemployment rate (UR) 1
Prob. exiting employment (EN flows) 0.003 1
Prob. entering employment (NE flows) -0.004 0.876 1

Italy
∆ Unemployment rate (UR) 1
Prob. exiting employment (EN flows) 0.208 1
Prob. entering employment (NE flows) -0.145 0.511 1

Note: The unemployment rate is the unemployment rate at the market level computed from the Labour
Force Survey (from 2003), EN NE flows are the composition adjusted employment to non employment,
non employment to employment flows (see text).

Table 11 – The reaction of wages to (proxies of) outside options: France

Dependent variable: delta log wage
All Movers Stayers

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
mover 0.008*** 0.016*** 0.009*** 0.008***

(0.000) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
unemp -0.085*** -0.078*** -0.096*** -0.080*** -0.142*** -0.077***

(0.004) (0.014) (0.017) (0.014) (0.036) (0.013)
unemp*mover -0.095***

(0.021)
EE flows 0.087*** 0.086*** 0.096*** 0.231*** 0.079***

(0.004) (0.009) (0.009) (0.044) (0.006)
EN flows -0.011** -0.002 -0.036* 0.003

(0.004) (0.004) (0.018) (0.004)
NE flows 0.044*** 0.042*** 0.070*** 0.040***

(0.004) (0.004) (0.018) (0.004)

N 5888996 5888996 5888723 5888723 500294 5388429
Note: additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean wage at the firm level, firm’s
age linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), market, year, sector fixed-effects. Market is the
combination of age (3 categories), gender, whether blue collar and department. The unemployment rate
is the unemployment rate at the market level computed from the Labour Force Survey (from 2003), EE
EN NE flows are the composition adjusted job-to-job, employment to non employment, non employment
to employment flows (see text). Standard errors clustered by type-time. *** denotes significance at 1%,
** denotes significance at 2%, * denotes significance at 5%.
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Table 12 – The reaction of wages to (proxies of) outside options: Italy

Dependent variable: delta log wage
All Movers Stayers

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
mover 0.012*** 0.013*** 0.012*** 0.012***

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
unemp 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.001 -0.003 0.002

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.009) (0.003)
unemp*mover -0.015**

(0.007)
EE flows 0.054*** 0.054*** 0.049*** 0.140*** 0.018***

(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.033) (0.007)
EN flows -0.033*** -0.026*** 0.022 -0.033***

(0.007) (0.007) (0.027) (0.007)
NE flows 0.044*** 0.040*** 0.015 0.042***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.021) (0.006)
N 5524007 5524007 5523785 5523785 543354 4980367

Note: additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean wage at the firm level, firm’s
age linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), market, year, sector fixed-effects. Market is the
combination of age (3 categories), gender, whether blue collar and region. The unemployment rate is the
unemployment rate at the market level computed from the Labour Force Survey (from 2004), EE EN
NE flows are the composition adjusted job-to-job, employment to non employment, non employment to
employment flows (see text). Standard errors clustered by type-time. *** denotes significance at 1%, **
denotes significance at 2%, * denotes significance at 5%.
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Appendix A Only males permanent full time workers

Table A1 – Summary statistics

Italy France
All Stayers Movers All Stayers Movers
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

Movers (as % of total empl.) 0.073 0.075
Daily wage 91.431 91.415 91.627 96.738 96.888 94.900

(55.149) (54.898) (58.221) (70.593) (70.948) (66.040)
Log wage change 0.036 0.034 0.059 0.038 0.038 0.044

(0.100) (0.092) (0.167) (0.138) (0.126) (0.239)
Days worked 287.715 296.252 179.813

(56.313) (41.451) (94.722)
Days paid 348.011 358.078 224.021

(51.772) (22.222) (113.974)
Age 38.653 38.727 37.724 38.675 38.829 36.775

(6.764) (6.757) (6.774) (6.796) (6.780) (6.716)
Low skilled workers 0.668 0.669 0.653 0.581 0.585 0.543
Firm average wage (log) 7.580 7.584 7.526 10.285 10.295 10.466

(0.402) (0.397) (0.460) (0.414) (0.399) (0.950)
Firm size (log) 4.433 4.458 4.113 5.106 5.132 4.886

(2.535) (2.536) (2.500) (2.696) (2.701) (2.634)
Firm age (years) 18.640 19.333 9.879 26.157 26.727 22.064

(13.544) (13.384) (12.455) (21.071) (21.061) (19.729)
Local unempl. rate 0.074 0.074 0.070 0.089 0.089 0.088

(0.049) (0.049) (0.048) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030)
Observations 4259566 3947277 312289 2029814 1877391 152423

Note: Sources: INPS and DADS. Standard deviations within brackets. For movers: workers’ and firms’
characteristics observed before moving. Low-skilled workers in Italy are those classified by INPS as blue
collar workers; in France are those classified as low-skilled workers, drivers, employees in trade and in
services to the households. Share firms > 50 employees refers to the share of workers working in firms with
more than 50 employees. Because of data limitations, we use region-level unemployment rates for Italy
and Department-level unemployment rates for France.
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Table A2 – Composition channel and job-to-job moves and wage changes. France

prob. moving delta log wage
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover 0.018*** 0.017*** 0.022*** 0.021***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.003)

unempl 0.137** -0.191*** -0.008 -0.004 -0.004 -0.002
(0.054) (0.071) (0.028) (0.031) (0.020) (0.015)

unempl*mover -0.047 -0.043
(0.052) (0.038)

N 1676452 1676452 1676452 1676452 1676452 1676452 1676452 1676452
Ind. Fe No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Note: Additional controls: gender, age, age squared, occupation, log average wage at the firm level,
log average firm size, firm’s age, firm’s age squared, sector, year and local fixed effects. Standard errors
clustered at the local-year level .*** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, * denotes
significance at 5%.

Table A3 – Composition channel and job-to-job moves and wage changes. Italy

prob. moving delta log wage
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover 0.025*** 0.025*** 0.035*** 0.040***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

unempl -0.096** -0.101*** -0.011 -0.021 0.003 -0.004
(0.039) (0.034) (0.013) (0.014) (0.013) (0.014)

unempl*mover -0.134*** -0.147***
(0.026) (0.031)

N 4856898 4668458 4737602 4656723 4668045 4588430 4668045 4588430
Ind. Fe No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Note: Additional controls: gender, age, age squared, occupation, log average wage at the firm level,
log average firm size, firm’s age, firm’s age squared, sector, year and local fixed effects. Standard errors
clustered at the local-year level .*** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, * denotes
significance at 5%.

Table A4 – Composition channel and wage changes: contractual wages and drift. Italy

Contractual Drift Total
mover 0.001* 0.027*** 0.028***

(0.000) (0.005) (0.005)
unempl -0.005 0.020 0.016

(0.006) (0.044) (0.043)
unempl*mover -0.004 -0.186*** -0.189***

(0.004) (0.060) (0.061)
N 2246472 2246471 2246471

Note: Additional controls: gender, age, age squared, occupation, log average wage at the firm level,
log average firm size, firm’s age, firm’s age squared, sector, year and local fixed effects. Standard errors
clustered at the local-year level. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, * denotes
significance at 5%.
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Table A5 – The reaction of wages of low- and high-skilled occupations

France Italy
prob. moving delta log wage prob. moving delta log wage
Low High Low High Low High Low High
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover 0.010*** 0.028*** 0.023*** 0.055***
(0.003) (0.005) (0.001) (0.004)

unempl -0.008 0.002 -0.016*** 0.011 -0.115** -0.069 0.010 -0.034
(0.013) (0.020) (0.005) (0.007) (0.031) (0.080) (0.013) (0.023)

unempl*mover 0.040 -0.114 -0.102*** -0.121**
(0.026) (0.058) (0.021) (0.047)

N 1058502 783829 1053711 781659 3221146 1527084 3155647 1512398
Note: additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean wage at the firm level, firm’s age
linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), individual, year, sector, year and local fixed effects. The
period of estimation is limited to 2002-2015 as labor contract information is not available before. Standard
errors clustered at the local-year level. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, *
denotes significance at 5%.

Table A6 – The reaction of wages of small and large firms (threshold at 50 employees)

France Italy
prob. moving delta log wage prob. moving delta log wage
Small Large Small Large Small Large Small Large
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover 0.024*** 0.021*** 0.016*** 0.050***
(0.003) (0.006) (0.001) (0.004)

unemp 0.015 -0.004 -0.012 0.002 -0.166*** 0.032 -0.003 -0.019
(0.016) (0.016) (0.007) (0.005) (0.018) (0.077) (0.011) (0.027)

unemp*mov 0.009 -0.098 -0.133*** -0.056
(0.030) (0.062) (0.013) (0.067)

N 694673 1151255 691616 1147418 2267077 2274734 2215951 2253408
Note: additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean wage at the firm level, firm’s age
linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), individual, year, sector, year and local fixed effects. The
period of estimation is limited to 2002-2015 as labor contract information is not available before. Standard
errors clustered at the local-year level. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** denotes significance at 2%, *
denotes significance at 5%.
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Table A7 – Probability of moving and wage changes in newly-born (firm age lower than
the 25th percentile and size smaller than the median) and old firms (age higher than the
75th percentile).

prob. moving delta log wage
old young young old young young

small small
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

France
mover 0.021*** 0.016** 0.016***

(0.008) (0.004) (0.005)
unempl -0.021 0.037 0.015 0.003 -0.008 -0.008

(0.013) (0.048) (0.042) (0.006) (0.010) (0.013)
unempl*mover -0.105 -0.029 0.038

(0.091) (0.043) (0.051)
N 467448 399738 228420 465917 397738 227055

Italy
mover 0.041*** 0.028*** 0.014***

(0.004) (0.005) (0.002)
unempl 0.036 -0.144 -0.187** -0.043 0.061* 0.048***

(0.073) (0.095) (0.085) (0.029) (0.031) (0.018)
unempl*mover -0.185*** -0.132** -0.159***

(0.041) (0.052) (0.017)
N 1293861 1101101 656039 1285518 1060797 624282

Note: Dage refers to the age of the firm in t (whether less than the 25th percentile or more than the 75th

percentile). Columns 1, 2, 4 and 5 look at all workers; columns 3 and 6 look at workers employed in t− 1
in small firms (smaller than the median). Additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean
wage at the firm level, firm’s age linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), individual, year, sector
and local fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the local-year level. *** denotes significance at 1%, **
denotes significance at 2%, * denotes significance at 5%.

Table A8 – The reaction of wages to (proxies of) outside options: France

Dependent variable: delta log wage
All Movers Stayers

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
mover 0.015*** 0.022*** 0.016*** 0.015***

(0.001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.001)
unemp -0.024*** -0.019*** -0.026*** -0.023*** 0.040 -0.029***

(0.004) (0.005) (0.007) (0.006) (0.025) (0.007)
unemp*mover -0.070**

(0.028)
EE flows 0.081*** 0.080*** 0.082*** -0.044 0.098***

(0.005) (0.018) (0.018) (0.056) (0.012)
EN flows 0.014** 0.014** 0.067*** 0.008

(0.006) (0.006) (0.020) (0.005)
NE flows 0.009 0.001 -0.119*** 0.010

(0.006) (0.006) (0.024) (0.006)
N 1903721 1903721 1903655 1903655 139871 1763783

Note: additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean wage at the firm level, firm’s
age linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), market, year, sector fixed effects. Market is the
combination of age (3 categories), gender, whether blue collar and department. The unemployment rate
is the unemployment rate at the market level computed from the Labour Force Survey (from 2003), EE
EN NE flows are the composition adjusted job-to-job, employment to non employment, non employment
to employment flows (see text). Standard errors clustered by type-time. *** denotes significance at 1%,
** denotes significance at 2%, * denotes significance at 5%.
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Table A9 – The reaction of wages to (proxies of) outside options: Italy

Dependent variable: delta log wage
All Movers Stayers

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
mover 0.022*** 0.021*** 0.022*** 0.022***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
unemp 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.013) (0.004)
unemp*mover 0.010

(0.011)
EE flows 0.051*** 0.051*** 0.043*** 0.095* 0.016*

(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.043) (0.008)
EN flows -0.164*** -0.162*** -0.171 -0.165***

(0.038) (0.037) (0.142) (0.036)
NE flows 0.112*** 0.108*** 0.279*** 0.095***

(0.016) (0.016) (0.059) (0.013)
N 3328895 3328895 3328826 3328826 262567 3066235

Note: additional controls: whether full time worker, firm’s size, mean wage at the firm level, firm’s
age linear and squared (all referred to the t-1 period), market, year, sector fixed effects. Market is the
combination of age (3 categories), gender, whether blue collar and department. The unemployment rate
is the unemployment rate at the market level computed from the Labour Force Survey (from 2003), EE
EN NE flows are the composition adjusted job-to-job, employment to non employment, non employment
to employment flows (see text). Standard errors clustered by type-time. *** denotes significance at 1%,
** denotes significance at 2%, * denotes significance at 5%.
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Appendix B Regional unemployment rate

Table B1 – Observed cyclicality of job-to-job moves and wage changes. France

prob. moving delta log wage
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover 0.010*** 0.008*** 0.026*** 0.026***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.008) (0.008)

unemp -0.218 -0.035 -0.158*** -0.104 -0.174*** -0.122
(0.117) (0.187) (0.050) (0.079) (0.051) (0.080)

unemp*mover -0.187* -0.214***
(0.085) (0.082)

N 5856265 5856265 5787567 5787503 5787567 5787503 5787567 5781503
Ind. Fe No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Note: Additional controls: gender, age, age squared, occupation, log average wage at the firm level, log
average firm size, firm’s age, firm’s age squared, sector fixed effect, region fixed effects. Standard errors
clustered at the region-year level.

Table B2 – Observed cyclicality of job-to-job moves and wage changes. Italy

prob. moving delta log wage
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

mover 0.016*** 0.013*** 0.029*** 0.031***
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

unemp -0.173*** -0.253*** -0.034 -0.060* -0.016 -0.038
(0.062) (0.069) (0.024) (0.027) (0.023) (0.026)

unemp*mover -0.175*** -0.191***
(0.028) (0.032)

N 7700989 7565255 7700989 7565255 7700989 7565255 7700989 7565255
Ind. Fe No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Note: Additional controls: gender, age, age squared, occupation, log average wage at the firm level, log
average firm size, firm’s age, firm’s age squared, sector fixed effect, region fixed effects. Standard errors
clustered at the region-year level.
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